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German lesson. v10 deutsch. durchgehen durch. -deutsch- 3:13 am on March 21, 2022. -unwrapper-v10 -deutsch- A: You can
separate the "duplicated" and "different" parts by splitting the result on the, and you can check duplicates with a set

comprehension. split_string = input() a,b = [i.split(',') for i in split_string.split(' ')] #a = ['1:', '4/4:', '1:', '2:', '1:', '1:', '2:', '1:', '1:']
#b = ['2:', '1:', '1:', '1:', '2:', '1:', '1:', '1:', '1:', '1:'] #create a set of unique items unique = set([i for i in a if i not in b])

print(list(unique)) #create a set of tuples with the difference difference = set(a) - set(b) #print(list(difference)) And this prints:
['1:', '2:', '1:', '1:', '2:', '1:', '1:', '1:', '1:', '1:'] ['1:', '2:', '1:', '1:', '2:', '1:', '1:', '1:', '1:', '1:', '1:'] [Hypertension: cost of its diagnosis

and treatment]. Hypertension is a frequent disease, which when untreated may cause important complications. In general,
hypertension is diagnosed through repeated measurements of blood pressure. Current guidelines of the American Heart

Association, British Hypertension Society and the European Society of Hypertension recommend an ambulatory blood pressure
monitoring in the diagnosis of hypertension and as an aid in assessing control of hypertension. The use of antihypertensive

medication is recommended in patients who have or have had recent episodes of systemic arterial hypertension, isolated systolic
hypertension and uncontrolled diastolic hypertension. A broad range of antihypertensive drugs are now available. However, the

choice of the drug is critical since treatment must be initiated with a low-
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This is a direct application of the distance between the target
point and point A as a criterion to determine the impact of the
target point on the sensing error of the target. The result shows

that the higher the point intensity above the center line, the
more likely a resulting sensing error is. In other words, the

higher the point intensity above the center line, the more the
impact of the target point on the sensing error. This provides

information regarding the degree of error caused by the rotation
and translation of the UAV to the baseline UAV. 5. Conclusions
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{#sec5-sensors-17-00858} ============== This paper
presents a methodology for UAV trajectory design, which is an

important part of the precision agriculture application. The
trajectory is designed to help the UAV to acquire the required
images at the designated target points, which are shown in a
digital elevation model. In the course of the methodology, a

UAV moving model with different performance parameters is
built. On the basis of the model, a number of flight trajectories
are generated. The trajectories can be classified into two types:
the travel paths with controlled parameters and the travel paths

with constant parameters. The travel paths with controlled
parameters are designed to minimize the sum of the defined

performance parameters, such as the distance between point A
and its projections on two orthogonal planes, the distance

between the center of the UAV and the point A, the time of
flight from the target point to the point A and the distance

between the target point and point A on the ground. The travel
paths with constant parameters are designed to fulfill the delay

constraints. A genetic algorithm is proposed to explore the
optimal trajectory. The obtained trajectory is confirmed to be

the optimal one. The UAV is a cooperative system with an
onboard visual sensor and a GPS receiver. The proposed design
methodology is validated on the ground using ground truth data.

The experimental results show that 1cb139a0ed
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